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Summary 
Nature brings us a number of ways to get inspired. In terms of mobility, it provides us different examples 

of natural systems with capabilities of locomotion e.g. a legged animal with four legs, a human with two 

legs, and insects with multiple set of legs etc. Taking inspiration from biology, we have developed a bio 

inspired quadruped robot. It is novel in a sense that its complete frame was manufactured using bio sourced 

materials i.e. Cedar wood, which is then further proved to be a moderately ideal choice, considering the 

scope of this work and developing it under low budget. Special servo configuration is also adding to better 

design practices. Off the shelf electronics and controller board makes it easier to get re-configured, and 

allows flexible choices for meeting relatively broader set of project objectives. This robot is initially tested 

in three stages: single leg experiments, single side pair of legs’ experiments, and performing walk gait (all 

done separately inbound and outbound to the ground). Single leg kinematics are mapped to other legs with 

moderate variations. In overall, a bio inspired quadruped was designed, manufactured using bio sourced 

material i.e.  wood, and experimented by performing in different stages leading to walk gait’s 

implementation. 
 

Motivation 
A legged robot can be used to access places that are not accessible by humans or by wheeled mobile 

robots. Taking inspiration from biology where a number of mechanisms exist to perform locomotion, a 

number of legged robots are built. They are different; from their work goal to design. Bringing ideas from 

existing mechanisms in nature, we can develop a machine that can perform following activities (when 

working with full efficiency): 

o To access places and perform different tasks in a hazardous environment. 
o To take care of a forest where they (legged robots) can be used to minimize the damage of a 

spread fire. 
o Work in war zones to carry a wounded soldier/human. 
o To help in search and rescue during a calamity. 
o Inspection of sites that are dangerous to get inspected by a human physically, etc. 

 

Results 
Experiment 1: In our first experiment, we implemented a walking trajectory on a single leg prototype 

using C code.  This experiment was done with prototype leg hanging tightly above the ground (a pre-

cautionary measure to minimize possibilities of any damage if servos or controller behaves in an undesirable 

way). We used different values of angles for both joints in order to get different behaviors. Finally, by tuning 

this 2 DOF leg on two different ranges of angles and adding open loop control, we were able to get a close 

to ellipse trajectory at the edge of the foot. Figure 1 indicates result of this experiment. 
Experiment 2: After implementing our experiment 1 on a single leg, we took our learning to engage other 
three legs by replicating results. Due to mechanical configuration of legs as shown in fig.2, our angles 
used for leg 1 (previously) are useful for other leg mounted on same side, and with same configuration. For 
the opposite pair of legs, we formulated another set of joint values that can provide similar trajectory 
for a complete walk pattern of this quadruped machine.  
Experiment 3: Finally, a walk gait implementation was achieved. To perform a walk gait, we have added 
some time delays in between of each step and synced walk pattern to expected foot print based pattern. 
Considering scope of this work, this porotype robot is limited to climb very small height obstacles as of 
yet (Figure 5 shows current height that it can climb with initially set joint angles), but we can increase this 
considerably by re-evaluating PWM definitions and by allowing more complexity to gait design with a 
tradeoff on efficiency and cost.
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Fig. 1: Trajectories achieved during 

experiment 1 

Fig. 2: Motor configuration

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

             Fig. 5: Variation at the feet edge w.r.t height (graph and frame sequence) 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6: CAD model and robot’s drawing 
 

 


